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 Janamashtami Assembly Celebration - 11th August
Independence Day Assembly Celebration - 14th August 
Virtual PFM - 22nd August
Teacher's Day Assembly Celebration- 5 September
Hindi Poem Recitation Competition- 11th September
Gandhi Jayanti Celebration - 2nd october
global climate action - 28th sept - 8th november
virtual pfm - 5th december
spell bee competition - 18th december
VIBGYOR FUN FAIR - 19TH JANUARY
republic day - 26th january

Important Dates Information
          DATES  TO REMEMBER
          BY TEACHER MS.RASHI GUPTA



Janamashtami Assembly Celebration

ARMAAN 
 RAJPUROHIT

SIDDHI

The festival of Janmashtami is being celebrated across the country. The festival is
celebrated to mark the birth of Lord Krishna. 



INDEPENDENCE  DAY  CELEBRATION

A celebration which many of us hold close to our  hearts and a day which marks the

anniversary of the birth of 'NewIndia'

ARMAAN  RAJPUROHIT



VIRTUAL  PFM

The facilitator welcomed the
parents and the children to
the Virtual PFM and
discussed about their child's
performance.



HEALTH  IS  WEALTH

SIDDHI

ARMAAN

 You can't enjoy wealth if you are not in good health.



TEACHER'S    DAY
SIDDHI

We celebrate teacher's day every year throughout the country on 5th
September.This day is dedicated to Dr.Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan-the second
President of India.

ARMAAN



An Online Hindi Poem Recitation Competition was organised, which helped
students to enhance their pronunciation, and gain confidence.They had to choose
one theme out of two themes "Paryavaran and Maa". They were given the digital
certificates.

HINDI  POEM  RECITATION







OTHER  CERTIFICATES





YOUNG  MASTER  CHEF'S
ARMAAN

HARSHIT 



GANDHI JAYANTI CELEBRATION
My religion is based on truth and non violence. Truth is my God. Non - violence is the means of realizing

Him- Mahatma Gandhi.
Gandhi Jayanti was celebrated virtually in Millennium World School in which videos were shown to

students related to cleanliness and freedom and imparted the message of Swach Bharat.



GLOBAL CLIMATE ACTION 
We have a single mission to protect and hand on the Planet to the next generation

Towards this goal, MWS Faridabad took a step
forward towards the Climate Action Project

known Internationally.The project is being taken
up by the millenniumites FOR SIX WEEKS guided by

their facilitators in order to bring the change in
the environment.



 Students
talked about
the causes of

climate
change locally
and took the
initiative to

save the
climate by
planting a
sapling to
make the

environment
green and

clean.

WEEK 1



Students discussed about the effects of climate change globally. They did an activity
to see the effects of pollution in which they made the pollution catcher to check how

much pollution exists in their surroundings.

WEEK 2



WEEK 3 & WEEK 4 
In these weeks the students of
MWS, Faridabad observed the
pollution catcher and witnessed
the pollution around themselves
and took the initiative of planting
more trees. Even the interaction
was done with the students of
"American International School"
from Costa Rica a well planned
country in South America. With

them various aspects were
discussed  of how to reduce the
pollution and how to make our

environment more user friendly.





WEEK 5 & WEEK 6

 

The only way forward ,if we are going to improve
the quality of environment, is to get everybody

involved.
To continue the zest towards "Climate Action Project" yet another session was organized
with the students of "American International School" from Costa Rica in which students

shared how to prevent the environment and then followed by a Cloth bag making activity
incorporating the principle of 3R's by using an old T- shirt to avoid using plastic bags.

Children were completely engrossed and were keen to do this activity.

In the last Week students were asked to take the pledge to plant more and more
trees and save our environment by making it clean and green.







To discover the undiscovered
talents and innovations of our

children MWS  believes in
holistic development of the

students so that they grow in
different fields.Hence various

contests were organised under
Talent Fiesta 2020. Here is a

glimpse of activities in the form
of pictures and videos...

TALENT FIESTA



ART & CRAFT MUSIC

ARMAAN SHREY HARSHIT



YOGA & ZUMBA

SIDDHI

MAHI

MYRAA

DEV

ANSH



Everyone has the fire ,but the champions know when to
ignite the spark.

Heartiest Congratulations to the Winner of National Level
Talent Fiesta 2020-21



VIRTUAL PFM

Virtual PFM was
conducted successfully
with the parents and
their children. In this

parents were informed
about various upcoming

activities and events
and even the parents
queries were solved. 



SPELL BEE COMPETITON

Spell Bee competition was organised virtually that gives students a platform to learn spellings
in different ways.This helps students to improve their spellings, increase their vocabulary and

develop the use of correct English.

Spelling is important because it aids in reading.





VIBGYOR FUN FAIR
"Play is the way kids try the

world on for size and imagine
their place in it."

Indeed, fun and play are an
essential and unavoidable part

of a child's life which , if
withdrawn from their lives will

be a huge tragedy. MWS
provides more opportunities of

learning in a fun play
environment. A winter carnival
was organized which was one-

of-a-kind Mega fun virtual
festival open to all the students
of Faridabad. It was full of fun;

a time that everyone will
remember forever. Besides this

Steve Sherman show was
organized in which students

were taught the tricks of Math.



STEVE SHERMAN SHOW



REPUBLIC DAY

Freedom in our mind, Strength in the words, Pureness in our
blood, Pride in our souls, Zeal in our hearts, Let's salute our

India. 

To celebrate the 72nd Republic Day and our 72 years of freedom MWS come up with
a different concept, in which all classes have presented different states of India. 

Grade 4 come up to present the state of UTTAR PRADESH whose capital is
LUCKNOW



UTTAR PRADESH

DRESSES OF UTTAR PRADESH

MONUMENTS

CLAY AND
POTTERY

FOOD



 

MUSIC DANCE



MWS organized
the mask up
campaign in

which students
and teacher join

the drive of mask
up and spread

the message that
wearing mask is
very important
as it will keep

you safe and stop
the chain of

virus.

MASK UP CAMPAIGN



ORAL CARE WEBINAR
MWS was the part of a fun

and exciting oral care
webinar - 'BRUSH Twice
a Day Campaign. It was
organized by Colgate. The
motive behind that was to

enable good brushing
habits amongst kids.





CREATIVE HANDS AT WORK




